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Dear Parents, Guardians and Students:
I hope that you and your family are healthy and well. Enclosed with this letter are
the Remote/E-Learning instructional materials that will be used to support at home
learning for the remainder of the 2019-2020 school year. The last day of school
for this school year will be June 2, 2020. The purpose of these materials is to
support continuous learning and to reinforce the skills that students were taught
when they were physically able to attend class.
Each student is receiving an instructional packet according to their grade level.
Student learning opportunities have been organized into “choice boards” or
“activity boards”. Directions appear on each board so that the student will know
how many assignments they need to complete and how frequently
to work on a particular subject area. On most boards, students have the option to
pick and choose which assignments they would like to complete. Assignments
were created for every grade level to support learning in the areas of English
Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies and Health. In addition,
included are activities that support our Special Area classes (Art, Music,
Technology, Physical Education and Business Education). As a reminder, students
normally participate in special area classes throughout the course of a school year.
Therefore, students may choose to do special area activities that they would have
participated in during 4th quarter. Students can submit assignments through phone
conferences with their teachers, taking screenshots and uploading through email,
text messages or Class Dojo.
Our goal this school year was to promote a “Love, Joy and Passion for Reading”
within our students. As a result, the district experienced tremendous growth in
students wanting to read. Therefore, we strongly urge parents to keep this
momentum going by encouraging your child to read every day. On a daily basis,
students are encouraged to participate in read alouds, the Bedtime Story Project,
and to spend time reading independently or with a family member.
All administrators and teachers will continue to be available Monday - Friday
from 9:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m. to support student learning. Teachers are committed
to making at least one phone call to their students each week. In addition, teachers
remain in contact with students through emails, text messages and Class Dojo.
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Due to the large volume of students that special area teachers instruct, teacher
contact to all students is not always possible. However, please feel free to contact
these teachers with any questions or concerns.
Students that receive special services (i.e. special education, ESL, speech or other
therapies) will continue to receive support in accordance with their needs. Those
teachers (or service providers) will work directly with their students to make sure
that choice board assignments are appropriately modified for success. An
accommodations list is also included in this packet which may be used for all
students (as needed).
We encourage every student to continue learning by making an effort to complete
the activities in this packet. However, we understand that parents may need to
make modifications in what their child is able to complete based upon their
household situations. The classroom teacher will strive to make this a positive
learning experience for you and your child.
In closing, we want to thank each and every family for partnering with us during
this unexpected journey. We are equally appreciative of the work and dedication
our educators have provided throughout this process. Although the COVID-19
pandemic impacted everyone in many different ways, we are confident that our
students were able to continue their engagement in valuable learning experiences.
Please continue to visit our district website at www.sd149.org for important
updates. Thank you again for allowing us the privilege of serving you and your
students this school year.
Sincerely,

Carolyn Franklin

Director of Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment
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Accommodation List
The following is a list of accommodations that may be helpful for
your child. Use the accommodations that will best meet the needs
of your child.

Assignments
Extra time to complete assigned work
Simplify directions
Limit homework to a timeframe that is tolerable for student
Permit assignments to be printed or typewritten Allow
breaks as necessary and offer opportunities for movement

Learning style
Provide oral directions
Provide visual directions, demonstrations and
representations
Use tactile and manipulative aides
Provide short break between assignments
Provide fidget object for manual activity (e.g. Koosh ball, clay,
worry beads, etc.)
Repeat oral instructions
Pair written instructions with oral instructions

Reading
Encourage sustained silent reading
Provide visual breaks while reading
Fold paper or cover paper so that only part is visible
Encourage oral reading

Math
Model correct computational procedure
Encourage self-talk
Encourage turning lined paper sideways to maintain column
alignment

Organizational/ Planning Skills
Remind student to check over work product
Give assignments one at a time
Supervise student in writing full assignment in book or
provide written instructions

Positive Reinforcement
Provide reassurances and encouragement
Focus on student strengths
Compliment positive behavior and work Cue students to
stay on task
Provide positive reinforcement
Present verbal encouragement and prompts

Write a thank you
letter to someone

Do the Fresh-Baked
Cookies Slow
Breathing technique

Compliment
someone

Do the high/low
stretch

Give Yourself a Hug

Draw a picture or
write a thank you
note to your
parent/guardian

Make a card to
encourage
someone

Count backwards
from 20

(Reach as high up as you can and
hold it for 5 seconds. Then touch
the floor and hold for 5 seconds)

Do an act of
kindness

Draw a picture of
your favorite place

(Breathe in the smell of fresh cookies
and hold for 5 sec. Then slowly blow on
them to cool them off).

I

B

Do 10 Jumping Jacks
or
Push-ups

Draw a picture/write
about someone who
has made a difference
in
your life

Make a list of 10
things you love
about who you are

Make a book about
your favorite things

(Character)

Draw a picture or write
about what you want
to be when you grow
up

(Skills, Gifts, Abilities)

at doing

Make a list of 10
things you are good

Read for 15-30
minutes

G

FrEE SPACE
SMILE


Learn a new word

Make a list of all the
things you are
grateful for

N

Make 3 silly faces

Learn how to say
“My name is….” in
another language

Do a dance

song

Sing a song or listen
to your favorite

Play a board/card
game

O

This is a poem in which
the first letter of each
line spells out a word.
Select a character trait
that best describes the
main character of a story.
Create an acrostic poem
using each letter of the
trait.
Sentence Structure

Inventions make our world
the way it is. Write a 3paragraph paper about 3
helpful inventions (1
invention per paragraph).
Include what it does &
how it is helpful.
Imperative
Declarative
Interrogative
Exclamatory

Write 10 sentences using the
sentence types listed below:

As you are doing your daily
independent reading, make a
sorted list of each part of
speech you can identify.
Nouns, pronouns, verbs, &
adjectives.

Acrostic Poem

Create a Hidden Word
Search
Use 30 words that you know
(try to use 5 letters or more).
Give your puzzle to a friend
or family member and see if
they can find all your hidden
words. You can do this more
than once if you like!

Informational Writing

Parts of Speech Hunt

Sometimes events do not
turn out the way we want.
Write 3 paragraphs about
a time something did not
go as you planned.

Read a nonfiction article
or story. Write 5 to 7
sentences summarizing
what you have read.

Computers are especially
important in today’s
society. Should it be a
requirement that all
schoolwork be completed
on a computer? Write 3
paragraphs that clearly
supports your opinion.

Opinion Writing

Draw a picture recreating a scene from a
story of your choice.
Interpret what your
scene is about in
paragraph form.

Personal Narrative

Non-Fiction Summarize

Illustrate

Create an alternate
ending to a story you have
read. Name the author
and title of the story.

Creative Ending

People have needs & wants in
life. Write a 3-paragraph
paper comparing and
contrasting needs and wants.
Include examples of each in
your paper.

Collect 6 interesting
words from your
story/book. Write the
page number from your
book, then write a
definition of the word in
your own words. Also,
create your own sentence
using each interesting
word.
Informational Writing

Word Collector

Select a character from a
story/book that you are
reading and write a Twitter
message that is 20 words or
less that you think your
selected character might
“tweet”. Be sure to explain
why you feel that your
character might write a
Twitter message like this.

Character & Social Media

Research the history of
Cinco De Mayo. Be sure to
answer the who, what,
when, where, why, & how
when writing about Cinco
De Mayo.

There are many influential
people who have made a
difference in the world.
(________) is the most
influential person in my
opinion. Let me tell you
why.
Research

Fill in the blank and then
explain your choice.

Finish It! Writing

6th GRADE ELA CHOICE BOARD
Directions: Every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday select at least 1 activity from the choice board below to complete after reading
the text of your choice. Submit evidence of your finished product to your teacher. Each activity can only be used once. Be sure to also
participate in a daily read aloud. If possible, please continue utilizing Stride Academy for at least 15 minutes per day to practice
additional skills.

Personal Narrative
Sometimes moments
happen that we want to
remember for a long time.
Write about a memory
that you want to
remember.

Research the history of
Juneteenth. Be sure to
answer the who, what, when,
where, why, & how when
writing about Juneteenth.

Write down 10 words with
suffixes and 10 words with
prefixes. Have someone hide
these cards. As the cards are
found, circle the prefix or
suffix in each word.
Happy Hunting!!!!

Suffix & Prefix
Scavenger Hunt

Choose a fiction story.
Explain the conflict and how
the conflict comes to a
resolution.

Conflict & Resolution

Research

Write a 3-paragraph
story with this title: “The
Day That Surpassed All
Others”.

Finish It! Writing

Identify two characters
from two movies. Analyze
each character and
create a Venn-Diagram
that compares and
contrasts the differences
and similarities of each.

Same or Different?

Perform a 30-60 second
commercial to encourage
people to use similes when
they speak! You may include
family in the commercial.
With parent consent, record
the commercial and post on
ClassDojo.
Have fun and be creative!

Similes Commercial

Choose a character from
a story. What are 6 words
that describe the
character? Remember to
explain why you selected
those words.

If you could meet any
famous person in the
world, who would it be and
what would you want to
talk to them about?

Informational Writing

Identify an example of a
metaphor, simile,
personification or imagery
from something you have
read. What does the
author’s use of this
reveal?

Figurative Language

Would you rather attend
school or be
homeschooled? Write a 3paragraph essay that
clearly supports your
opinion.

Choose an article, news story,
or book and identify what the
author’s purpose was for the
story.
Persuade
Inform
Entertain

Opinion Writing

Draw a picture of each of the
different types of figurative
language such as: idioms,
similes, metaphors, and
personification. Label each
one.
Have fun! Make it colorful!

Create a Picture Dictionary

Author’s Purpose

Describe the 4 main
events of a story. How
does the story begin and
end? Use the words
“first, next, then, & last”
when writing the main
events.

Think of 1 major problem that
is facing our world today.
What steps could be taken to
solve it? How long do you
think it would take to solve
the problem?

Character Traits

Sequence of Events

Informational Writing

ADDITIONAL 6th GRADE ELA CHOICE BOARD ACTIVITIES

12) Put the set of numbers in
order from LEAST to
GREATEST:
{2.8, -2 ¾, 3 1/8, -2.22}
Show work used to
determine the order.

11)

Divide the fractions
9/10 by 2/5.

Solve and explain your steps
in words.

13) A company sells masks
14) The size of a large
for $7 each minus a $2
milkshake is 1.4 times
discount. The rule 7x-2,
the size of a medium
(where x is the number of
milkshake. Write 1.4 as a
masks), can be used to
PERCENT. Describe in
find the total cost of x
words how you changed
masks. Make a table of
1.4 to a percent.
values to show how
much it costs to buy 5, 6,
and 9 masks.

A number is multiplied by 4,
and then 6 is added to the
product. The result is 18.
What is the mystery number?

8) Mystery Number:

7) The balance of Joshua’s
account is $23. Jeff’s
account is overdrawn $5.
What is the difference
between their account
balances in dollars?
Explain your answer.

6) The list shows the
ingredients in a delicious
sandwich:
Meat .35 pounds
Vegetables .15 pounds
Secret Sauce .05 pounds
Bread .05 pounds
Represent EACH ingredient
as a fraction in simplest form
AND as a percent. Show
work.

9) Draw a picture of every
person who lives in your
household in order from
youngest to oldest. Put
their ages underneath the
picture. THEN find the
MEAN, MEDIAN, and
RANGE of the ages.

3) Draw a neat, coordinate 4) Prince goes on a shopping
spree with $250. He spends
plane and label these
most of his money on jeans
parts:
that cost $17.68 each.
X-axis
(a)Calculate how many pair
Y-axis
of jeans he buys and how
Origin
much he has left. (b)How
Ordered Pair
many bags of chips could
THEN plot these points on
he buy with his change if
the coordinate plane:
each bag costs 25 cents?
(5, 6)
(6,0)
(2,7)

2) Madison’s mom buys 12
packs of Sprite that are
on sale, and pays a total
of $48. Make a ratio table
or use equivalent
fractions to explain how
much Madison’s mom
will spend to buy 8 more
packs of Sprite at the
same store.

1) Use the formula
Volume=L x W x H to find
the volume of a cereal box
with these dimensions:
Length: 8 ½ inches
Width: 2 ½ inches
Height: 10 inches

15) Netflix costs $12.99 per
month. If the Williams
family just wants to
purchase Netflix from
May through the end of
this year, how much will
this family spend on
Netflix in 2020?

10) At a movie theatre, it costs
each student $6 to see a
movie. The rule 6x
represents the total amount
of money the theatre
collects from x students.
Make a table of values to
show the total amount of
money the theatre collects
from 2, 5, and 6 students.

5) Cam’ryn had a side job
and worked 3 hours and
got paid $12. Ceniese
worked 9 hours and got
paid $36. Which girl gets
paid the higher RATE?
Explain why.

6TH GRADE MATH CHOICE BOARD
Directions: Every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday select at least 2 activities from the choice board below to complete. Submit
evidence of your finished product to your teacher and be sure to include the NUMBER OF THE ACTIVITY and answer every part of
the problem. Each activity can only be used once. If possible, please continue utilizing Blue Streak Math weekly to practice your math
fact fluency.

23) How-To-Math-Booklet
Construct your own 3-page
Math Concept Booklet. Each
page must include:
a. Title of topic/concept
b. Example of concept
c. Steps used to solve
your problems
d. The solution to the
problem
e. Real world application

22) Create a game that
matches division
problems with
multiplication problems.
Write the rules to the
game and make creative
game pieces.

27) Mystery numbers:
What are 3 pairs of numbers
that when the pairs are
multiplied together the
product is 544? (You may
not include 1)
_____x_____=544
_____x______=544
_____x______=544

21) Look online or in a sales
paper/catalogue (Aldi,
Family Dollar, American
Furniture, etc.) to find 10
items you would like to
purchase. Each of these
items must contain a
decimal. Calculate the total
cost of the items.

26) List a recipe with at least
6 ingredients. Make a
chart/table showing
double (x2) the serving.
NEXT, multiply each
ingredient by 7 to serve a
larger group. Make a
chart to record the data.
Show work.

When Korey was 12 years
old his brother James was ¼
his age. Korey is now 44 yrs.
old. How old is James now?

28) Riddle
How old is James?

18) Mystery Dimensions:
If a rectangular picture frame
has an area of 140 square
inches, what are three possible
length and width combinations
this picture frame could have?
(You cannot use a 1inch
dimension.)
Refer to the formula:
Area=Length x Width

17) Create a comic strip that
teaches others the steps to
solve addition and
subtraction of fractions
with like denominators.

16) Design and decorate your
own bookmark that helps
others remember the
steps to change a decimal
to a percent. Bonus:
Design a second
bookmark that shows
steps to change a percent
to a decimal.

Take 80, subtract 7, then
multiply 4 by the difference.
Take that answer and divide by
8. What is your final quotient?
Represent your quotient in a
decimal and mixed number
(simplified in lowest terms).
Show all work.

29) What is the final
answer?

24) Create a brochure for a
Math Museum that
advertises & exhibits the
use of decimals in
everyday life.

19) Mark a spot anywhere on
the floor. Jump forward as
far as you can. Measure
and record the distance
traveled in inches. Repeat
this process 3 times. THEN
order the distances traveled
from greatest to least.

ADDITIONAL 6TH GRADE MATH CHOICE BOARD ACTIVITIES

30)
A 24 pack of hand sanitizer
costs $109.99.
(a)What is the cost of 1 bottle
of sanitizer (unit price)?
(b)How much can you save if
you have a coupon for 25% off
the price?
(c)What is the new discounted
price?

25) Create three math word
problems (using 3 different
math concepts) and solve
each one. Problems can
display any 6th grade math
topic. Include a picture with
your word problems.

20) Write a rap/song/poem to
help someone remember
the steps to 2-digit
multiplication and/or 2digit division.

Social Studies – Write a
journal entry to explain ways
the stay at home advisory
brought your family together
OR how the advisory
affected your family.

May 19, 2020
Science – Draw a poster
celebrating the heroic work
of doctors/nurses during the
pandemic. Write a thank you
note to a medical worker you
personally know.

Social Studies – Make a cd
cover with five song titles
related to Coronavirus.

May 5, 2020
Science – Create a word
search (using the words in
the next box). Highlight or
circle the word.

Social Studies – Research
and write a 1page essay
explaining how Coronavirus
spread worldwide.

Social Studies – Make a
collage using drawings,
photos or magazine clippings
of things you are doing to
stay safe during the home
advisory.

Social Studies – Change the
lyrics of a current song to
relate to Coronavirus.

May 26, 2020
Science – Pretend you are
debating with a friend about
why social distancing is
important during the
pandemic. Video or write
your argument. Include facts
you have learned about
Coronavirus.

Respirator
Quarantine
Ventilator
Isolation
COVID-19
Airborne
Outbreak
Contagious
Immune
Immunity

Social Studies - Create a
timeline (with dates) of
Coronavirus. When did
Coronavirus begin? When
did it arrive in the US?
When did your school close?
When did all Illinois schools
close? When is the current
end date for the stay at home
advisory?

May 28, 2020
Science – Neatly write or
print 10 facts about
Coronavirus. Explain how
learning these facts helped
you better understand the
disease.

Social Studies –Keep a daily
journal for the next 5 days of
how you feel and what you
are doing to stay safe during
the stay at home advisory.

May 7, 2020
May 12, 2020
Science – Create a crossword Science - Write a story
puzzle (using the words from (fiction or non-fiction) on the
the previous box).
Coronavirus.

May 21, 2020
Science – Write or perform a
rap, create beats or
choreograph a dance about
Coronavirus. It can be about
social distancing, flattening
the curve, being quarantined
or a related subject. No
profanity or inappropriate
dance moves!

Coronavirus
Virus
Pandemic
Communicable
Contact Tracing
Epidemic
Epidemiology
Herd Immunity
Asymptomatic
CDC (acronym)

Words for May 5th and
May 7th Science
Assignment:

Social Studies – Create your
own personal mask using
color and design you would
use during the time of the
pandemic.

June 2, 2020
Science – Look up the
following words and use in a
meaningful sentence:
virus
global
infectious
quarantine
invade
prevention
symptom
influenza
pandemic

Social Studies – Create a
poster of 5-8 things needed
to stay safe in a lockdown.
Include pictures in the poster.

May 14, 2020
Science – Create a
commercial (use 3 facts) to
teach people ways to prevent
catching or spreading
Coronavirus. You may upload a video or written copy
of your original commercial.

6TH GRADE SCIENCE, SOCIAL STUDIES AND HEALTH ASSIGNMENTS
Directions: Complete the activities every Tuesday and Thursday listed below. Submit evidence of your finished work to your teacher
(via Class Dojo) and be sure to include the activity title. Science and Social Studies activities also include Health activities. Each
assignment must be your own original creation.

Challenge a family member to a
race.
Invent your own physical activity
game.
March in place while counting to
100 and do 10 cartwheels.

Race a family member.

Play tag with a family member.

Do 25 Jumping Jacks.

Play “Simon Says” with your family.

Draw three things that you can see out of your
window. Color your picture.

Write 3 “I Can” teach statements about
technology. (Ex. I can teach someone to type a
web address.)

Create a poster of technology items in your
bedroom.
Create/Draw an emoji. What is its name? When
would you use it?

Interview a friend or family member about their
music tastes. What are their favorite songs,
artists, or instruments?
Create an original dance routine to your favorite
song.
Make up a silly song about your favorite foods.
Share your song with a friend on facetime or a
phone call.
Make a list of rhyming words and turn them into
song lyrics.

Identify your 3 favorite websites. Explain why
they are your favorites.

Make an instrument out of household items.

Design your own t-shirt. Draw a picture or use a
pattern in your shirt. Color it.
Create a mask using a Dr. Seuss, Super Hero or
book character.

Draw a Spring or Summertime picture. Color it.
Label 4 things in your picture.
Draw your favorite meal. Color it. Label 3 things
in your picture.

Work on BlueStreak Math ~ 30 min.

MUSIC
Write a “Washing My Hands” song to the tune of
a nursery rhyme and teach it to your family.

TECHNOLOGY
Work on Stride Academy (Reading) for
30 min (without games).

Hop on 1 foot for 2 minutes. Hop on Stretch 3 muscles for 3 minutes
the other one for 2 minutes.
each.

Play catch with someone.

Take a walk with someone.

Do 10 sit ups.

ART/BUSINESS EDUCATION
Create a picture. Color it. Cut it into 8 pieces.
Have someone put it back together.

Choose 1 activity to do every Wednesday.

Count to 50 while jumping rope.

Dance to your favorite song.

Run in place while counting to 50.

Balance and walk in a straight line.

P.E-Choose 1 activity to do on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.

Special Area Choice Board

